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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Parker Kj
3 Trilogy Engineer Escapement The by online. You might not require more time
to spend to go to the books introduction as with ease as search for them. In some
cases, you likewise reach not discover the revelation Parker Kj 3 Trilogy Engineer
Escapement The that you are looking for. It will certainly squander the time.
However below, like you visit this web page, it will be ﬁttingly agreed simple to get
as without diﬃculty as download guide Parker Kj 3 Trilogy Engineer Escapement The
It will not admit many mature as we explain before. You can complete it though take
steps something else at house and even in your workplace. hence easy! So, are you
question? Just exercise just what we ﬁnd the money for below as competently as
evaluation Parker Kj 3 Trilogy Engineer Escapement The what you taking into
account to read!
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THE ESCAPEMENT
THE ENGINEER TRILOGY: BOOK THREE
Hachette UK 'When so many fantasy sagas are tired, warmed-over aﬀairs, a writer
like K.J. Parker is more of a hurricane than a breath of fresh air.' - Dreamwatch 'This
is grown-up fantasy blessed with humour, intelligence and... panache. A bravura
display of intricate storytelling and artfully-doled-out revelations.' - SFX Condemned
to death, the engineer Ziani Vaatzes escaped from Mezentia. His implacable
determination to return home led him to contrive an intricate plan to bring down the
Republic, a plan which require a war. He regrets the deaths. But he had no choice.
Duke Valens dragged his people into the war to save the life of one woman. Then he
killed her husband. Now, allied to the nomadic barbarians who have the manpower
to defeat Mezentia, the Duke regrets the evil he's done. But he had no choice.
Secretary Psellus never wanted to rule the Republic, or ﬁght a desperate siege for its
survival. Trying to make sense of how it all happened, he ﬁnds himself compelled to
investigate the circumstances of Vaatzes' crime. He is terriﬁed of what he might ﬁnd
out, but he has no choice. The machine has been built. All that remains is to set it in
motion. The stunning conclusion to The Engineer Trilogy - a fast-moving mix of
politics, action and intelligent world-building - that continues to push the boundaries
of fantasy ﬁction. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the Steel The
Belly of the Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern Memory
Engineer Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus Blue
and Gold The Devil You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two of
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Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife The
Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life

DEVICES AND DESIRES
THE ENGINEER TRILOGY: BOOK ONE
Hachette UK 'Parker raises the bar for realistic fantasy war craft with this series
opener.' - Publishers Weekly 'When so many fantasy sagas are tired, warmed-over
aﬀairs, a writer like K.J. Parker is more of a hurricane than a breath of fresh air.' Dreamwatch When an engineer is sentenced to death for a petty transgression of
guild law, he ﬂees the city, leaving behind his wife and daughter. Forced into exile,
he seeks a terrible vengeance - one that will leave a trail of death and destruction in
its wake. But he will not be able to achieve this by himself. He must draw up his
plans using the blood of others ... In a compelling tale of intrigue and injustice, K. J.
Parker's embittered hero takes up arms against his enemies, using the only weapons
he has left to him: his ingenuity and his passion - his devices and desires. The
acclaimed author of The Fencer Trilogy and The Scavenger Trilogy begins a brilliant
new series, pushing the boundaries of fantasy ﬁction with his most powerful novel to
date. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the Steel The Belly of the
Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern Memory Engineer Trilogy
Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus Blue and Gold The Devil
You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two of Swords: Part 2 The
Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife The Hammer Sharps
Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life

EVIL FOR EVIL
Hachette UK Civitas Vadanis is in trouble. The Mezentines have declared war; and
the Mezentines are very focused on their goals when it comes to killing. Duke
Valens, of Civitas Vadanis, has a dilemma. He knows that his city cannot withstand
the invading army; yet its walls are his only defence against the Mezentines. Perhaps
the only way to save his people is to ﬂee, but that will not be easy either. Ziani
Vaatzes, an engineer exiled by the Mezentines for his abominable creations, has
already proven that he can defend a city. But Ziani Vaatzes has his own concerns,
and the fate of Civitas Vadanis may not be one of them. "Intelligent and
compassionate. . .it should be celebrated." -- Interzone on Devices and Desires "One
of the most entertaining fantasy debuts in recent years. . .incredibly vivid,
refreshing, fun, thoughtful, absorbing." -- SFX

THE PROOF HOUSE
THE FENCER TRILOGY VOLUME 3
Hachette UK 'One of the most entertaining fantasy debuts in recent years...
incredibly vivid, refreshing, fun, thoughtful, absorbing.' - SFX 'Action-packed
adventure ... An intriguing tale of magic, manipulation and revenge' - STARBURST
COLOURS IN THE STEEL and THE BELLY OF THE BOW, the ﬁrst two volumes of the
Fencer Trilogy, introduced a remarkable new voice in fantasy ﬁction. THE PROOF
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HOUSE is the ﬁnal volume in K.J. Parker's brilliant Fencer Trilogy. After years spent in
the saps under the defences of the apparently impregnable city of Ap' Iscatoy,
Bardas Loredan, sometime fencer-at-law and the betrayed defender of the famed
Triple City, is suddenly a hero of the Empire. His reward is a boring administrative
job in a backwater, watching armour tested to destruction in the Proof House. But
the fall of Ap' Iscatoy has opened up unexpected possibilities for the expansion of
the Empire into the land of the Plains people, and Bardas Loredan is the one man
Temrai the Great, King of the Plains tribes, fears the most... The powerful and
gripping ﬁnal volume in The Fencer Trilogy, now reissued with a stunning new cover
style. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the Steel The Belly of the
Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern Memory Engineer Trilogy
Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus Blue and Gold The Devil
You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two of Swords: Part 2 The
Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife The Hammer Sharps
Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life

THE FOLDING KNIFE
Hachette UK A new stand-alone novel from the acclaimed author of the Engineer
Trilogy and The Company. Basso the Magniﬁcent. Basso the Great. Basso the Wise.
The First Citizen of the Vesani Republic is an extraordinary man. He is ruthless,
cunning, and above all, lucky. He brings wealth, power and prestige to his people.
But with power comes unwanted attention, and Basso must defend his nation and
himself from threats foreign and domestic. In a lifetime of crucial decisions, he's only
ever made one mistake. One mistake, though, can be enough.

THE BELLY OF THE BOW
Hachette UK Colours in the Steel, Volume One of the Fencer Trilogy, introduced a
remarkable new voice in fantasy ﬁction. The Belly of the Bow conﬁrms that rich
promise and establishes K. J. Parker in the top rank of writers. The city of Perimadeia
has fallen. Bardas Loredan, the man who was supposed to save it, is now living on
the Island -- a recluce, living apart from his family in the mountains, with only a
young apprentice for company. His life as a fencer-at-law is over. Instead, Loredon
spends his days perfecting the art of bow-making. But his isolation will not last
forever; and when the Island comes under attack, his skills as a soldier and general
are once again called upon.

COLOURS IN THE STEEL
Hachette UK An epic novel of blood, betrayal, and intrigue. . . Perimadeia is the
famed Triple City and the mercantile capital of the known world. Behind its allegedly
impregnable walls, everything is available-including information that will allow its
enemies to plan one of the most devastating sieges of all time. The man called upon
to defend Perimadeia is Bardas Loredan, a fencer-at-law, weary of his work and the
world. For Loredan is one of the surviving members of Maxen's Pitchfork, the
legendary band of soldiers who waged war on the Plains tribes, rendering an attack
on Perimadeia impossible. Until now, that is. But Loredan has problems of his own. In
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a city where court cases are settled by lawyers arguing with swords not words,
enemies are all too easily made. And by winning one particular case, Loredan has
unwittingly become the target of a young woman bent on revenge. The last thing he
needs is the responsibility of saving a city.

SIXTEEN WAYS TO DEFEND A WALLED CITY
THE SIEGE, BOOK 1
Hachette UK 'Full of invention and ingenuity . . . Great fun' - SFX 'Parker's settings
and characterisations never miss a beat' - Publishers Weekly K. J. Parker's new novel
is the remarkable tale of the siege of a walled city, and the even more remarkable
man who had to defend it. A siege is approaching, and the city has little time to
prepare. The people have no food and no weapons, and the enemy has sworn to
slaughter them all. To save the city will take a miracle, but what it has is Orhan. A
colonel of engineers, Orhan has far more experience with bridge-building than
battles, is a cheat and a liar, and has a serious problem with authority. He is, in other
words, perfect for the job. Sixteen Ways To Defend a Walled City is the story of
Orhan, son of Siyyah Doctus Felix Praeclarissimus, and his history of the Great Siege,
written down so that the deeds and suﬀerings of great men may never be forgotten.
*** Other books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the Steel The Belly of
the Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern Memory Engineer
Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Two of Swords The Two of
Swords: Part 1 The Two of Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The
Company The Folding Knife The Hammer Sharps

SHARPS
Hachette UK '[Sharps] is a ripping good adventure yarn, laced with frequent barbed
witticisms and ace sword ﬁghting... Parker's settings and characterizations never
miss a beat, and the intricate political interplay of intrigue is suspenseful almost to
the last page.' - Publishers Weekly 'This is another splendid oﬀering from K.J. Parker,
the (pseudonymous) British fantasist who seems incapable of writing in anything but
top form.' - Locus For the ﬁrst time in nearly forty years, an uneasy truce has been
called between two neighbouring kingdoms. The war has been long and brutal,
fought over the usual things: resources, land, money . . . Now, there is a chance for
peace. Diplomatic talks have begun and with them, the games of skill and chance.
Two teams of fencers represent their nations at this pivotal moment. When the
future of the world lies balanced on the point of a rapier, one misstep could mean
ruin for all. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the Steel The Belly of
the Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern Memory Engineer
Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus Blue and Gold
The Devil You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two of Swords:
Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife The
Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life
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THE WOLF AGE
Pyr Wuruyaaria: city of werewolves, whose raiders range over the dying northlands,
capturing human beings for slaves or meat. Wuruyaaria: where a lone immortal
maker wages a secret war against the Strange Gods of the Coranians. Wuruyaaria: a
democracy where some are more equal than others, and a faction of outcast
werewolves is determined to change the balance of power in a long, bloody election
year. Their plans are laid; the challenges known; the risks accepted. But all schemes
will shatter in the clash between two threats few had foreseen and none had fully
understood: a monster from the north on a mission to poison the world, and a
stranger from the south named Morlock Ambrosius.

DEVICES AND DESIRES
Faber & Faber When Commander Adam Dalgliesh visits Larksoken, a remote
headland community on the Norfolk coast in the shadow of a nuclear power station,
he expects to be engaged only in the sad business of tying up his aunt's estate. But
the peace of Larksoken is illusory. A serial killer known as the Whistler is terrorising
the neighbourhood and Dalgliesh is drawn into the lives of the headlanders when it
quickly becomes apparent that the Whistler isn't the only murderer at work under
the sinister shadow of the power station. In Devices and Desires, award-winning P.D.
James (author of Death Comes to Pemberley, The Murder Room and Children of Men)
plots a chilling investigation into the motives of a cold-hearted serial killer. This novel
was adapted for BBC television in 1984 and starred Robert Marsden as the inspector
protagonist Adam Dalgliesh.

HOW TO RULE AN EMPIRE AND GET AWAY WITH IT
THE SIEGE, BOOK 2
Hachette UK This is the story of how the City was saved, by Notker the professional
liar, written down because eventually the truth always seeps through. The City may
be under siege, but everyone still has to make a living. Take Notker, the acclaimed
playwright, actor and impresario. Nobody works harder, even when he's not working.
Thankfully, it turns out that people appreciate an evening at the theatre even when
there are large rocks falling out of the sky. But Notker is a man of many talents, and
all the world is, apparently, a stage. It seems that the Empire needs him - or
someone who looks a lot like him - for a role that will call for the performance of a
lifetime. At least it will guarantee fame, fortune and immortality. If it doesn't kill him
ﬁrst. This is the story of Notker, an occasionally good man and a terrible liar. With
razor-sharp prose and ferocious wit, K.J. Parker has created one of fantasy's greatest
heroes, and he might even get away with it.

EVIL FOR EVIL
THE ENGINEER TRILOGY: BOOK TWO
Hachette UK 'This is grown-up fantasy blessed with humour, intelligence and...
panache. A bravura display of intricate storytelling and artfully-doled-out
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revelations.' - SFX 'A richly textured and emotionally complex fantasy...Highly
recommended.' - Library Journal (Starred Review) The engineer Ziani Vaatzes
designed and built a war. Thousands died as a consequence of his elaborate plan.
The civil servant Manuo Psellus took the decision that started the war. The very
foundations of his world are now threatened. The ruler Duke Valens brought the war
on himself. Now he must decide whether to sacriﬁce his country to save his people.
They embarked on the war for their own reasons, but as it takes on a life of its own
they ﬁnd they've become components in their own machine. And the machine, it
seems, has one purpose: to render evil for evil. The follow-up to Devices and Desires
continues to push the boundaries of fantasy ﬁction in a fast-moving mix of politics,
action and intelligent world-building. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours
in the Steel The Belly of the Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern
Memory Engineer Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus
Blue and Gold The Devil You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two
of Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife
The Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life

PROSPER'S DEMON
Tor.com In the pitch dark, witty fantasy novella Prosper's Demon, K. J. Parker deftly
creates a world with vivid, unbending rules, seething with demons, broken faith, and
worse men. In a botched demonic extraction, they say the demon feels it ten times
worse than the man. But they don’t die, and we do. Equilibrium. The unnamed and
morally questionable narrator is an exorcist with great follow-through and few
doubts. His methods aren’t delicate but they’re undeniably eﬀective: he’ll get the
demon out—he just doesn’t particularly care what happens to the person. Prosper of
Schanz is a man of science, determined to raise the world’s ﬁrst philosopher-king,
reared according to the purest principles. Too bad he’s demonically possessed. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

A GUIDE TO MODERN GREEK
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO CONQUERING THE WORLD
THE SIEGE, BOOK 3
Hachette UK This is the true story of Aemilius Felix Boioannes the younger, the
intended and unintended consequence of his life, the bad stuﬀ he did on purpose,
and the good stuﬀ that happened in spite of him. It is, in other words, the tale of a
war to end all wars and the man responsible. A Practical Guide to Conquering the
World can be read by itself, but for those who like endings, it can also be considered
the refreshingly pragmatic conclusion to K. J. Parker's acclaimed sequence of novels
that began with Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City and continued with How To
Rule An Empire And Get Away With It Praise for K. J Parker: 'Readers are ensured a
good time and a barrel of laughs to boot' Publishers Weekly on How to Rule an
Empire and Get Away With It 'Parker's latest epic fantasy proves that all the world is,
indeed, a stage, and Parker himself is a master impresario. Readers will enjoy his
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comedic take on how politics are comprised of equal parts lies, incompetence, and
the foolishness of humanity-with just enough ﬂashes of brilliance to save the day.
Recommended for fans of Terry Pratchett' Library Journal on How to Rule an Empire
and Get Away With It 'Full of invention and ingenuity . . . Great fun' SFX on Sixteen
Ways to Defend a Walled City 'Launches a witty adventure series . . . Readers will
appreciate the infusion of humor and fun-loving characters into this vivid and
sometimes grim fantasy world' Publishers Weekly on Sixteen Ways to Defend a
Walled City

NEW K. J. PARKER NOVEL #1
Orbit The captivating follow-up to the critically acclaimed Sixteen Ways to Defend a
Walled City from world Fantasy Award-winner K. J. Parker. For more from K. J. Parker,
check out: Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City The Two of SwordsThe Two of
Swords: Volume OneThe Two of Swords Volume TwoThe Two of Swords: Volume
Three The Fencer TrilogyColours in the SteelThe Belly of the BowThe Proof House
The Scavenger TrilogyShadowPatternMemory Engineer TrilogyDevices and
DesiresEvil for EvilThe Escapement The CompanyThe Folding KnifeThe
HammerSharps

KEYS TO PLAY
MUSIC AS A LUDIC MEDIUM FROM APOLLO TO NINTENDO
Univ of California Press A free ebook version of this title is available through
Luminos, University of California Press’s Open Access publishing program for
monographs. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more. How do keyboards make music
playable? Drawing on theories of media, systems, and cultural techniques, Keys to
Play spans Greek myth and contemporary Japanese digital games to chart a
genealogy of musical play and its animation via improvisation, performance, and
recreation. As a paradigmatic digital interface, the keyboard forms a ﬁeld of play on
which the book’s diverse objects of inquiry—from clavichords to PCs and eighteenthcentury musical dice games to the latest rhythm-action titles—enter into analogical
relations. Remapping the keyboard’s topography by way of Mozart and Super Mario,
who head an expansive cast of historical and virtual actors, Keys to Play invites
readers to unlock ludic dimensions of music that are at once old and new.

THE BELLY OF THE BOW
FENCER TRILOGY VOLUME 2
Hachette UK 'One of the most entertaining fantasy debuts in recent years...
incredibly vivid, refreshing, fun, thoughtful, absorbing.' - SFX 'There's a mordant wit
to the workings of Parker's mind' - Time Out The city of Perimadeia has fallen. Bardas
Loredan, the man who was supposed to save it, is now living on the Island - a
recluce, living apart from his family in the mountains, with only a young apprentice
for company. His life as a fencer-at-law is over. Instead, Loredon spends his days
perfecting the art of bow-making. But his isolation will not last forever; and when the
Island comes under attack, his skills as a soldier and general are once again called
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upon. COLOURS IN THE STEEL, Volume One of the Fencer Trilogy, introduced a
remarkable new voice in fantasy ﬁction. THE BELLY OF THE BOW conﬁrms that rich
promise and establishes K. J. Parker in the top rank of writers. Books by K.J. Parker:
Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the Steel The Belly of the Bow The Proof House
Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern Memory Engineer Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil
for Evil The Escapement Saloninus Blue and Gold The Devil You Know Two of Swords
The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two of Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3
Novels The Company The Folding Knife The Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways
to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life

THE COMPANY
Hachette UK A breathtaking novel of war, friendship and betrayal from the author of
the acclaimed Engineer Trilogy. 'Well-crafted, powerful and downright unmissable' SFX 'Parker carries the reader on a headlong gallop to the powerful conclusion' Publishers Weekly Hoping for a better life, ﬁve war veterans colonize an abandoned
island. They take with them everything they could possibly need - food, clothes,
tools, weapons, even wives. The colonists feel sure that their friendship will keep
them together. But an unanticipated discovery shatters their dream and replaces it
with a very diﬀerent one. Only then do they begin to realize that they've brought
with them rather more than they bargained for. For one of them, it seems, has been
hiding a terrible secret from the rest of the company. And when the truth begins to
emerge, it soon becomes clear that the war is far from over. With masterful
storytelling, irresistible wit and extraordinary insight into human nature, K. J. Parker
is widely acknowledged as one of the most original and exciting fantasy writers of
modern times. THE COMPANY, K. J. Parker's ﬁrst stand-alone novel, is a tour de force
from an author who is changing the face of the fantasy genre. Books by K.J. Parker:
Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the Steel The Belly of the Bow The Proof House
Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern Memory Engineer Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil
for Evil The Escapement Saloninus Blue and Gold The Devil You Know Two of Swords
The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two of Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3
Novels The Company The Folding Knife The Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways
to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life

NEW K. J. PARKER NOVEL #2
Orbit Winner of the World Fantasy Award and one of the most original voices in
modern fantasy, K.J. Parker brings his acclaimed sequence of novels that began with
Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City to a refreshingly pragmatic conclusion. For
more from K. J. Parker, check out: Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled CityHow to Rule
an Empire and Get Away With It The Two of SwordsThe Two of Swords: Volume
OneThe Two of Swords Volume TwoThe Two of Swords: Volume Three The Fencer
TrilogyColours in the SteelThe Belly of the BowThe Proof House The Scavenger
TrilogyShadowPatternMemory Engineer TrilogyDevices and DesiresEvil for EvilThe
Escapement The CompanyThe Folding KnifeThe HammerSharps
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COLOURS IN THE STEEL
FENCER TRILOGY VOLUME 1
Hachette UK '...one of the most entertaining fantasy debuts in recent
years...incredibly vivid, refreshing, fun, thoughtful, absorbing' - SFX 'A remarkably
accomplished tale for a debut novel.' - BLACK TEARS MAGAZINE Perimadeia: the
famed Triple City and the mercantile capital of the known world. Behind its allegedly
impregnable walls, everything is available. Including information which will allow its
enemies to plan one of the most remarkable sieges of all time. The man called upon
to defend Perimadeia is Bardas Loredan, a fencer-at-law, weary of his work and of
the world. For Loredan is one of the surviving members of Maxen's Pitchfork, the
legendary band of soldiers who waged war on the people of the plains for many
years, rendering an attack on the city impossible. Until now... But Loredan has
problems of its own. In a city where court cases are settled by lawyers disputing with
swords not words, enemies are all too easily made. And by winning one particular
case, Loredan has unwittingly become the focus of a misplaced curse from a young
woman bent on revenge. The last thing he needs is to be made responsible for
saving a city. The ﬁrst volume of the acclaimed fantasy series reissued with a
stunning new cover style. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the
Steel The Belly of the Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern
Memory Engineer Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus
Blue and Gold The Devil You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two
of Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife
The Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life

MEMORY
BOOK THREE OF THE SCAVENGER TRILOGY
Hachette UK 'Deﬁnitely on of the most entertaining and ultimately satisfying reads
that I've had the pleasure to enjoy during the past few years.' - THE ALIEN ONLINE
'This is exactly what the fantasy genre needs. Mature, conﬁdent prose from a
talented writer...compelling, assured, intelligent - ﬁve stars' - SFX In a world he did
not know, Poldarn's future was uncertain. Pursued by invisible enemies, and haunted
by the demons of his past, he trusted no one - not even himself. He thought that he
might have found some answers on the island he thought to be his childhood home
... but instead he has found only the rumour of a past in darkness. But now Poldarn
has at last discovered the truth of his terrifying origins ... and that truth may be more
than he - or anyone - can bear. The brilliant ﬁnal volume in K.J. Parker's page-turning
and ground-breaking fantasy trilogy. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours
in the Steel The Belly of the Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern
Memory Engineer Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus
Blue and Gold The Devil You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two
of Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife
The Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life
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THE TWO OF SWORDS: VOLUME ONE
Hachette UK 'Parker's acerbic wit and knowledge of human nature are a delight to
read as he explores the way conﬂict is guided, in equal measure, by the brilliance
and unerring foolishness of humanity . . . . Thoroughly engaging.' - RT Books Reviews
'Assassins, emperors, generals, rogues, farmboys-turned-hero - all the trappings of
epic fantasy . . . [and] all the complexity you could ever desire' - PORNOKITSCH A
soldier with a gift for archery. A woman who kills without care. Two brothers, both
unbeatable generals, now ﬁghting for opposing armies. No one in the vast and once
glorious United Empire remains untouched by the rift between East and West, and
the war has been fought for as long as anyone can remember. Some still survive who
know how it was started, but no one knows how it will end. Except, perhaps, the Two
of Swords. World Fantasy Award-winning fantasy author K. J. Parker delivers his most
ambitious work yet - the story of a war on a grand scale, told through the eyes of
soldiers, politicians, victims and heroes. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The
Colours in the Steel The Belly of the Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow
Pattern Memory Engineer Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement
Saloninus Blue and Gold The Devil You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part
1 The Two of Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The
Folding Knife The Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My
Beautiful Life

PATTERN
Hachette UK In a world he does not know, Poldarn's future is uncertain. Pursued by
invisible enemies and haunted by the demons of his past, nobody can be trusted-not
even himself, it seems. Attempting to piece together his own life from whatever
scattered fragments he can ﬁnd and dreams that hide as much as they reveal has
brought him nothing but trouble. Now all he craves is peace. But will he ﬁnd it on the
island he believes to be his childhood home? Or will this place hold more terrors for
him to confront?

SHADOW
Hachette UK A man wakes in the wilderness, amid scattered corpses and inquisitive
crows. He has no memory of who he is or how he came to be there. The only clues to
his former existence lie in his apparent skill with a sword and the fragmented
dreams that permeate his sleep.

THE TWO OF SWORDS
Orbit Books "A soldier with a gift for archery. A woman who kills without care. Two
brothers, both unbeatable generals, now ﬁghting for opposing armies. No-one in the
vast and once glorious United Empire remains untouched by the rift between East
and West, and the war has been fought for as long as anyone can remember. Some
still survive who know how it was started, but no-one knows how it will end. The Two
of Swords is the story of a war on a grand scale, told through the eyes of its soldiers,
politicians, victims and heroes"--Amazon.com
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PATTERN
BOOK TWO OF THE SCAVENGER TRILOGY
Orbit K.J. Parker's SHADOW began a ground-breaking new series that takes fantasy
into remarkable new territory. Now, with PATTERN, the extraordinary story of Poldarn
takes a new shape. In a world he does not know, Poldarn's future is uncertain.
Pursued by invisible enemies, and haunted by the demons of his past, nobody can be
trusted - not even himself, it seems. Attempting to piece together his own life from
whatever scattered fragments he can ﬁnd and dreams that hide as much as they
reveal has brought him nothing but trouble. Now all he craves is peace. But will he
ﬁnd it on the island he believes to be his childhood home? Or will this place hold
more terrors for him to confront? Look out for more information on this and other
titles at www.orbitbooks.co.uk

THE HAMMER
Hachette UK A new stand-alone novel from the acclaimed author of The Company
and The Folding Knife. Gignomai is the youngest brother in the current generation of
met'Oc, a once-noble family exiled on an island for their role in a vaguely
remembered civil war. On this island, a colony was founded seventy years ago. The
plan was originally for the colonists to mine silver, but there turned out not to be
any. Now, an uneasy peace exists on the island, between the colonists and the
met'Oc. The met'Oc are tolerated, in spite of occasional cattle stealing raids, since
they alone possess the weapons considered necessary protection against the
island's savages. Gignomai is about to discover exactly what it is expected of him,
and what it means to defy his family. He is the hammer who will provide the spark
that will ignite a brutal and bloody war.

THE PROOF HOUSE
THE FENCER TRILOGY VOLUME 3
Hachette UK 'One of the most entertaining fantasy debuts in recent years...
incredibly vivid, refreshing, fun, thoughtful, absorbing.' - SFX 'Action-packed
adventure ... An intriguing tale of magic, manipulation and revenge' - STARBURST
COLOURS IN THE STEEL and THE BELLY OF THE BOW, the ﬁrst two volumes of the
Fencer Trilogy, introduced a remarkable new voice in fantasy ﬁction. THE PROOF
HOUSE is the ﬁnal volume in K.J. Parker's brilliant Fencer Trilogy. After years spent in
the saps under the defences of the apparently impregnable city of Ap' Iscatoy,
Bardas Loredan, sometime fencer-at-law and the betrayed defender of the famed
Triple City, is suddenly a hero of the Empire. His reward is a boring administrative
job in a backwater, watching armour tested to destruction in the Proof House. But
the fall of Ap' Iscatoy has opened up unexpected possibilities for the expansion of
the Empire into the land of the Plains people, and Bardas Loredan is the one man
Temrai the Great, King of the Plains tribes, fears the most... The powerful and
gripping ﬁnal volume in The Fencer Trilogy, now reissued with a stunning new cover
style. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the Steel The Belly of the
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Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern Memory Engineer Trilogy
Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus Blue and Gold The Devil
You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two of Swords: Part 2 The
Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife The Hammer Sharps
Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life

THE HAMMER
Hachette UK 'The Hammer is a novel by an author working at the very top of her
game. It is a thing of terrible beauty.' - Interzone 'Parker's acerbic wit and knowledge
of human nature are a delight to read' - RT Book Reviews The colony was founded
seventy years ago. The plan was originally to mine silver, but there turned out not to
be any. Now an uneasy peace exists on the island, between the colonists and the
once-noble met'Oc, a family in exile on a remote stronghold for their role in a
vaguely remembered civil war. The met'Oc are tolerated, in spite of occasional cattle
stealing raids, since they alone possess the weapons considered necessary
protection in the event of the island's savages becoming hostile. Intelligent,
resourceful, and determined, Gignomai is the youngest brother in the current
generation of met'Oc. He is about to realise exactly what is expected of him; and
what it means to defy his family. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours in
the Steel The Belly of the Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern
Memory Engineer Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus
Blue and Gold The Devil You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two
of Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife
The Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life

THE SAD TALE OF THE BROTHERS GROSSBART
Hachette UK Hegel and Manfried Grossbart may not consider themselves bad men -but death still stalks them through the dark woods of medieval Europe. The year is
1364, and the brothers Grossbart have embarked on a naïve quest for fortune.
Descended from a long line of graverobbers, they are determined to follow their
family's footsteps to the fabled crypts of Gyptland. To get there, they will have to
brave dangerous and unknown lands and keep company with all manner of
desperate travelers-merchants, priests, and scoundrels alike. For theirs is a world
both familiar and distant; a world of living saints and livelier demons, of monsters
and madmen. The Brothers Grossbart are about to discover that all legends have
their truths, and worse fates than death await those who would take the red road of
villainy.

THE WORLD OF THE END
Macmillan An American release of an award-winning debut novel from Israel ﬁnds
epilogist Ben Mendelssohn committing suicide after the death of his beloved wife
and encountering a curious material afterlife where he reconnects with longdeparted family members but cannot ﬁnd his wife.
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WHITECHAPEL GODS
Penguin In Victorian London, the Whitechapel section has become a ﬁery
mechanized hell, ruled by two strange gods, until a resistance group, left over from
the Uprising, obtains a secret weapon that could ﬁnally free them or kill them.
Original.

THE TWO OF SWORDS: VOLUME TWO
Hachette UK 'There's a mordant wit to the workings of Parker's mind' - Time Out
Parker's acerbic wit and knowledge of human nature are a delight to read as he
explores the way conﬂict is guided, in equal measure, by the brilliance and unerring
foolishness of humanity . . . . Thoroughly engaging.' - RT Books Reviews A soldier
with a gift for archery. A woman who kills without care. Two brothers, both
unbeatable generals, now ﬁghting for opposing armies. No one in the vast and once
glorious United Empire remains untouched by the rift between East and West, and
the war has been fought for as long as anyone can remember. Some still survive who
know how it was started, but no one knows how it will end. Except, perhaps, the Two
of Swords. The second volume of a sweeping and ingeniously plotted epic fantasy
from the World Fantasy Award-winning author K. J. Parker and his most ambitious
work to date. This is a story of a war on a grand scale, told through the eyes of
soldiers, politicians, victims and heroes. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The
Colours in the Steel The Belly of the Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow
Pattern Memory Engineer Trilogy Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement
Saloninus Blue and Gold The Devil You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part
1 The Two of Swords: Part 2 The Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The
Folding Knife The Hammer Sharps Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My
Beautiful Life

THE WARRIOR-PROPHET
BOOK 2 OF THE PRINCE OF NOTHING
Hachette UK 'Exquisitely intelligent and beautifully written...this is fantasy with
muscle and brains, rife with intrigue and admirable depth of character, set in a world
laden with history and detail.' - Steve Erikson, author of Gardens of the Moon
'[Bakker] clamps his hand over yours and simply does not let go...Amid the cluttered
shelves of the Epic Fantasy genre, Bakker is a name that stands out among not just
the new writers in the crowd but established and recognized names.' - SFFWorld The
ﬁrst battle against the heathen has been won, but while the Great Names plot and
squabble over the spoils, Kellhus patiently extends his inﬂuence, drawing more
followers to his banner. The sorcerer Achamian and his lover, Esmenet, submit
entirely, only to have their faith tested in unimaginable ways. The warrior Cnaiür falls
ever deeper into madness. The skin-spies of the Consult watch with growing
trepidation. And as the vast host of the Holy War endures its sternest test in the
searing wastes of the desert, a name - a title - begins to be whispered amongst the
faithful. But who is the Warrior-Prophet: a dangerous heretic, who turns brother
against brother? Or the only man who can avert the Second Apocalypse? The Holy
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War stands on a knife edge. If all is not to be lost the great powers will have to
choose between their most desperate desires and their most ingrained prejudice.
Between hatred and hope. Between the Warrior-Prophet and the end of the world. . .
The second book in R. Scott Bakker's acclaimed fantasy masterpiece, The Prince of
Nothing. Books by R Scott Baker: Prince of Nothing Trilogy The Darkness That Comes
Before The Warrior-Prophet The Thousandfold Thought Aspect-Emperor The Judging
Eye The White Luck Warrior The Great Ordeal The Unholy Consult Novels Neuropath
Disciple of the Dog Light, Time, and Gravity

ALREADY DEAD
A JOE PITT NOVEL, BOOK 1
Hachette UK They live among us, slaves to the very condition that empowers them.
They are the Vampyre, and their sole chance at survival lies in banding into Clans.
Only Joe Pitt has gone his own way. The upside is freedom. The downside is there's
nobody on his side when trouble comes around. Joe gets rough receptions from all
the countless Clans shifting about on the island of Manhattan, but his current trouble
is with the Coalition - the Clan that controls the city river to river, from 14th Street to
110th Street. To make things right, Joe takes on his most perilous case: The
daughter of a prominent New York family is missing, and her Vampyre fascination
makes Joe the ideal man for this high-stakes job. With his ferocious style, Charlie
Huston oﬀers a thrilling new twist to one of our oldest myths.

THE GIRL AND THE MOON (BOOK OF THE ICE, BOOK 3)
HarperCollins UK Final novel in the chilling and epic new fantasy series from the
bestselling and critically-acclaimed author of PRINCE OF THORNS and RED SISTER. 'If
you like dark you will love Mark Lawrence. And when the light breaks through and it
all makes sense, the contrast is gorgeous' ROBIN HOBB

THE FOLDING KNIFE
Hachette UK 'A novel of obsession, murder and politics from 'one of fantasy's
premier voices' - SFX 'Parker's acerbic wit and knowledge of human nature are a
delight to read' - RT Book Reviews Basso the Magniﬁcent. Basso the Great. Basso the
Wise. Basso the Murderer. The First Citizen of the Vesani Republic is an extraordinary
man. He is ruthless, cunning and, above all, lucky. He brings wealth, power and
prestige to his people. But with power comes unwanted attention, and Basso must
defend his nation and himself from threats foreign and domestic. In a lifetime of
crucial decisions, he's only ever made one mistake. One mistake, though, can be
enough. Books by K.J. Parker: Fencer Trilogy The Colours in the Steel The Belly of the
Bow The Proof House Scavenger Trilogy Shadow Pattern Memory Engineer Trilogy
Devices and Desires Evil for Evil The Escapement Saloninus Blue and Gold The Devil
You Know Two of Swords The Two of Swords: Part 1 The Two of Swords: Part 2 The
Two of Swords: Part 3 Novels The Company The Folding Knife The Hammer Sharps
Savages Sixteen Ways to Defend a Walled City My Beautiful Life
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